We study the problem of the definition of the energy-momentum tensor of light in general moving media with linear constitutive law. Using the basic principles of classical field theory, we show that for the correct understanding of the problem, one needs to carefully distinguish situations when the material medium is modeled either as a background on which light propagates or as a dynamical part of the total system. In the former case, we prove that the (generalized) Belinfante-Rosenfeld (BR) tensor for the electromagnetic field coincides with the Minkowski tensor. We derive a complete set of balance equations for this open system and show that the symmetries of the background medium are directly related to the conservation of the Minkowski quantities. In particular, for isotropic media, the angular momentum of light is conserved despite of the fact that the Minkowski tensor is nonsymmetric. For the closed system of light interacting with matter, we model the material medium as a relativistic non-dissipative fluid and we prove that it is always possible to express the total BR tensor of the closed system either in the Abraham or in the Minkowski separation. However, in the case of dynamical media, the balance equations have a particularly convenient form in terms of the Abraham tensor. Our results generalize previous attempts and provide a first principles basis for a unified understanding of the long-standing Abraham-Minkowski controversy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The proper definition and interpretation of the energymomentum tensor of the electromagnetic field in material media is an old physical problem. In the literature, it is often refered to as the Abraham-Minkowski (AM) controversy which dates back to the beginning of the last century when Abraham [1] postulated an ad hoc symmetric energy-momentum tensor for the electromagnetic field in matter to replace the asymmetric Minkowski tensor [2] . Historically, the controversy has been mainly focused in studying light in simple media, for instance, isotropic and homogeneous media at rest, described uniquely by its refraction index n. In the simplest case of a plane wave propagating in these media, the Minkowski and Abraham momentum densities read [3, 4] 
where U is the energy density of light inside the medium, k the propagation direction unit vector and c the velocity of light in vacuum. * tomas.ramos@uibk.ac.at † grubilar@udec.cl ‡ obukhov@ibrae.ac.ru
The first attempts to understand the controversy, both theoretically [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and experimentally [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , were mainly directed to find which of the two expressions (1.1) was the correct one to describe the momentum of light in matter. The discussion brought more contradictory arguments and confusion than clarifications, delaying the understanding of the problem. A remarkable step towards resolution of the controversy was the theoretical work of Penfield and Haus in 1966 [22, 23] , who treated the material medium interacting with the electromagnetic field as a dynamical part of the total system and used a variational approach to derive an expression for the total energy-momentum tensor of the closed system. Soon it was recognized that the Abraham and Minkowski tensors both provide valid decompositions of the same total tensor into field and matter parts [24] [25] [26] [27] , however this idea was somehow under-appreciated in the literature. In the past few years the discussion of the optical momentum in media has been revisited mainly due to the increasing interest in the study of optical forces in nanotechnology [28] [29] [30] and metamaterials [31, 32] . A large number of new theoretical papers on the AM controversy were written [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] and also new experiments were reported [49] [50] [51] [52] , but most authors unfortunately did not take into account the ideas of Penfield and Haus and continued to look for the "correct" momentum of light in matter. Exceptions were the review by Pfeifer et al. [53] in 2007 and our work in 2008 [54] , where we developed a relativistic variational model for simple moving media using a Penfield-Haus type approach. In 2010 Barnett and Loudon [55, 56] also reanalysed the AM controversy in the spirit of Penfield and Haus and argued that both the Minkowski and Abraham momenta are correct, in the sense that both can be measured, but in different situations. They identify the Abraham momentum as the "kinetic" momentum of light in matter based mainly on the Einstein box thought experiment [4, 10] and the Minkowski momentum as the "canonical" momentum because it is related to the generator of translations in the medium at rest. This way of understanding the problem has been recently popularised as "the final" resolution of the AM controversy and the original ideas of Penfield and Haus have become more accepted [3, 4, [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] . For more historical details of the AM controversy, see the review [53] ; for a more accessible presentation of the work of Penfield and Haus, see [54] .
In this work we develop a field-theoretical approach to provide a more fundamental understanding of the resolution of the AM controversy, and extend the earlier results to the case of the general linear anisotropic and moving material media. Our model represents a generalization of the theory of Penfield and Haus [22, 23] , and it is a natural extension of our previous works [54, 64, 65] . We assume the validity of the macroscopic Maxwell equations with a general linear constitutive relation and use the principles of relativistic fluid dynamics to derive a complete Lagrangian model that describes the electromagnetic field in matter in two situations: (a) when the medium is a non-dynamical background for light and (b) when the medium is dynamically coupled to light forming a closed system. In each case from the corresponding field equations we derive the balance equations for the physically meaningful and predictive quantities. The use of the Minkowski or Abraham tensors for the description of light in material media is a matter of choice and interpretation. Nevertheless, by introducing a generalized Belinfante-Rosenfeld (BR) energy-momentum tensor we are able to find simple and intuitive arguments to explain why the Minkowski "canonical" tensor is more convenient in case (a), whereas for case (b) the Abraham "kinetic" tensor turns out to be the best choice. We argue that the Lagrangian model developed here provides a fully consistent framework to understand the long-standing AM controversy in a general and unified way, without unjustified ad hoc arguments.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Sec. II summarizes the general field-theoretical framework for the study of open and closed systems, and also presents the definition of the generalized BR energy-momentum tensor. In Sec. III we turn to the description of the electromagnetic field in a background medium. We show that the Minkowski tensor arises as the BR tensor of such an open system. In Sec. IV we derive the balance equations for the Minkowski and Abraham tensors and analyse the conditions under which one obtains conservation laws. In Sec. V we introduce a Lagrangian model describing the dynamics of the medium as a relativistic fluid with microstructure. Finally, in Sec. VI we derive the total BR tensor for the closed system of light plus dynamical medium and establish its general decompositions in terms of the Minkowski and Abraham tensors. The last Sec. VII presents the discussion and summary of the results obtained.
Our notation follows [54] and the book [66] . In particular, the indices from the middle of the Latin alphabet i, j, k, . . . = 0, 1, 2, 3 label the 4-dimensional spacetime components, the Latin indices from the beginning of the alphabet a, b, c, . . . = 1, 2, 3 refer to the 3-dimensional spatial objects and operations (the 3-vectors are also displayed in boldface). The Minkowski metric is defined as g ij := diag(c 2 , −1, −1, −1). In the 4-dimensional framework spatial components of tensor must be raised or lowered by g ab = −δ ab , but when we are working only with 3-dimensional tensors, we use the convention of using just the Euclidean metric δ ab to rise and lower spatial indices.
II. LAGRANGIAN FORMALISM FOR OPEN AND CLOSED SYSTEMS
A. Canonical energy-momentum, spin and angular momentum tensors
We consider a system of N physical fields, which we collectively denote as Φ A (x), with A = 1, ..., N in the
, the canonical energy-momentum tensor of the system reads
Let us assume that the action of the system S := (1/c) · L d 4 x is invariant under spacetime translations, described in terms of local coordinates as x i → x i + ε i with the four infinitesimal parameters ε i . As a result, the canonical energy-momentum Σ i j satisfies the Noether identity, which has the meaning of the energy-momentum balance equation:
The variational (Euler-Lagrange) derivative is defined as usual by
In addition, let the action S be invariant under infinitesimal Lorentz transformations
Here, the infinitesimal parameters λ ij are skewsymmetric, λ ij = −λ ji , and (s kl ) A B are the Lorentz generators for the fields Φ A [67] . The Noether theorem then implies the angular momentum identity: 5) where the canonical spin current density is defined by
We introduce the canonical total angular momentum density of the system by
with the canonical orbital angular momentum density of the system L kl j := x k Σ l j − x l Σ k j . Then we can recast (2.5), using (2.2), into
Here the total angular momentum generators (j kl ) A B for the fields Φ A are defined analogously to Eq. (2.7) as 9) where (l kl )
are the usual orbital angular momentum operators. Equations (2.2) and (2.8) describe the energy-momentum and angular momentum balance equations, respectively, satisfied by the canonical energy-momentum tensor (2.1) and the canonical spin tensor (2.6). In subsection II C we will study the conditions under which these two identities (2.2) and (2.8) reduce to the conservation laws of the total energymomentum and the total angular momentum, respectively.
B. Belinfante-Rosenfeld tensor as a relocalization of the canonical tensor
There is a certain freedom in the definition of the dynamical currents. Namely, it is possible to redefine the energy-momentum and spin tensors without changing the balance (and conservation) laws using the procedure called a relocalization, see e.g. [68, 69] . The original canonical energy-momentum tensor Σ i j and spin tensor S kl j can be replaced by the relocalized ones:
10) 11) where the tensors X i jl and Y kl ji are arbitrary, except for the skew symmetry X i jl = − X i lj and
One can check straightforwardly that
12) 13) and accordingly the relocalized energy-momentum and spin satisfy the same balance laws (2.2), (2.5) and (2.8).
A specially useful relocalization is defined by the condition that the relocalized spin S kl j vanishes. From Eq. (2.11), this is achieved when
Combining this with the two equations with the indices cyclically permuted leads to
This very special relocalization brings us to the definition of the BR energy-momentum tensor σ i j [70, 71] ,
Note that Y kl ij does not contribute. By construction, (2.15) satisfies
Replacing Eq. (2.16) into Eqs. (2.2), (2.5) and (2.8), we see that the canonical spin density S ij k has been absorbed in the new definitions and therefore the BR balance equations turn out to be particularly simple: 20) is the BR angular momentum density, which is simultaneously the total and the orbital angular momentum densities since l kl j = L kl j = J kl j . An additional very remarkable feature of the BR energy-momentum tensor (2.15) is that it is invariant under canonical transformations, i.e. under a shift of the Lagrangian by a total derivative of the form L → L+∂ i ξ i , with ξ = ξ(Φ A (x)). From the definition (2.15) it is straightforward to show that the BR tensor corresponding to the Lagrangian L := ∂ i ξ i vanishes identically, whereas the canonical one (2.1) is nonzero. As a result, the BR tensors constructed from L and L + ∂ i ξ i are the same, whereas the canonical energy-momentum (2.1) and spin (2.6) tensors are different in the two cases. In this sense, and in the same way as the equations of motion, the BR tensor is uniquely defined for a given dynamical system.
In contrast to the standard literature [72, 73] where the BR tensor is introduced mainly as a symmetrization procedure for a canonical energy-momentum tensor in vacuum, here we show that the BR tensor can always be introduced, independently if the system is open or closed. This is a key point that allows us to better understand the structure underlying the electrodynamics in moving material media and the Abraham-Minkowski controversy in particular.
C. Open and closed systems
We say that a system is closed if it is not influenced by physical fields from the outside of the system. In a Lagrangian field theory, a closed system is the one in which the dynamics of all the fields is completely determined by the fields of the system through the Euler-Lagrange equations derived from the action principle (i.e. it is a "self-interacting" system, not coupled to the external world). The fields that satisfy Euler-Lagrange equations δL/δΦ A dyn = 0 are called dynamical fields Φ A dyn and therefore a closed system is one where all its fields are dynamical. On the other hand, a system is said to be open, if its dynamics is not only determined by dynamical fields, but also by external fields, which are given functions of space and time whose values are not affected by the evolution of the system. The external fields do not satisfy Euler-Lagrange equations and therefore they can also be understood as non-dynamical or "background" fields.
It is important to notice that in the discussion above, the set Φ A includes in general both dynamical and external fields. It is then convenient to explicitly distinguish between them by splitting the set of all matter fields into two subsets: 
In Eqs. (2.21)-(2.23) we also assumed that (s kl ) α A = 0, since the separation of fields into dynamical and external ones must be preserved under Lorentz transformations. Note also that the metric must be excluded from the dynamical/external field discussion, since it is a field invariant under Lorentz and translational transformations; and therefore it has no contribution on the right hand side of the balance equations (2.21)-(2.23).
Closed system
For a closed system, the Lagrangian density L does not depend on external fields and hence the right hand sides of the BR balance equations (2.17)-(2.19) vanish. As a consequence, the BR energy-momentum tensor σ i j and the BR orbital angular momentum density l kl j are always conserved in closed systems: 24) and, in addition, σ i j is symmetric:
In a closed system, also the right hand side of the canonical balance equations (2.2), (2.5) and (2.8) vanish, and therefore the canonical energy-momentum tensor Σ j i , together with the total canonical angular momentum density J kl j = S kl j + L kl j are conserved as well:
However, and in contrast to the BR tensor, the canonical tensor of a closed system is not symmetric, in general :
In fact, only in the special case where all the dynamical fields are scalars, the canonical tensor of a closed system turns out to be symmetric, since the spin density vanishes.
Open system
When the system is open, we have to keep the corresponding terms on the right hand sides of the balance equations and therefore the canonical energy-momentum tensor Σ i j and the BR tensor σ i j are neither symmetric nor conserved, in general. The non-vanishing terms in the balance equations are proportional to the variational derivatives of L with respect to the external or non-dynamical fields, present in the open system. They describe forces and torques which result from the interaction of the system with the external fields and hence the asymmetry and non-conservation of the energy-momentum tensors in open systems is necessary for the correct and consistent description of these systems within the Lagrange-Noether formalism. For a coordinate-free analysis of this issue see [74] .
It is important to mention that conserved quantities like energy, momentum and angular momentum do exist for certain classes of open systems. These conserved quantities are related to the symmetries presented by the specific external fields Φ A ext that act on the open system. Let us now recall the physical interpretation of the components of the BR energy-momentum tensor σ i j . Following [54] , we make a (1 + 3) decomposition: 28) where U is the energy density, S a the energy flux density, π a the momentum density and p a b the momentum flux density of the open system. 
In Sec. IV B we will see that l ab 0 and l ab c in Eq. (2.31) are related to the vector angular momentum density l := x × π and the angular momentum flux density K a b of the open system, respectively. Integrating the continuity equations (2.29), (2.30), and (2.31) over a 3-spatial region V , we obtain that the rate of temporal change of the total energy, momentum, and angular momentum inside V is compensated by the corresponding fluxes through the boundary ∂V . When there is no flux through ∂V , conserved quantities are found (constants of motion).
Finally, let us assume that all the external fields are invariant under boosts described by the Lorentz transformations in the time-space plane corresponding to λ 0a , such that (j 0a ) α β Φ β ext = 0, for all values of α. Then we obtain the continuity equation
It is more difficult to find a physical interpretation of Eq. (2.32), since it is not easy to find an example of an external field that is invariant under boosts (besides the ones constructed only with the Minkowski metric). In this work, i.e. the case of the electromagnetic field in material media, we will see in Sec. IV B that the very presence of the medium breaks the symmetry under boosts and therefore l 0a are never conserved quantities in that open system. The exception is of course the case of light in vacuum, when the system is actually a closed one.
With regard to the vanishing of the antisymmetric part of the BR tensor in open systems σ [ij] , we clearly see from Eq. (2.23) that it is also determined by properties of the external fields Φ α ext . In particular, in a system where all the external fields are scalars, we have (s kl ) α β = 0, and thus Eq. (2.23) trivially yields σ [kl] = 0. Nevertheless, it is important to stress here, the symmetry of the full energy-momentum 4-tensor is not a restriction for the conservation of the angular momentum, as it is sometimes stated in the literature. Actually only the antisymmetric part of the spatial components σ [ab] plays a role on this, as can be inferred from Eqs. (2.9), (2.22) and (2.23). For example, in Sec. IV B we discuss the case of light propagating inside an homogeneous and isotropic medium at rest, for which the BR 4-tensor is not symmetric, but its spatial components form a 3-dimensional symmetric tensor and the corresponding BR orbital angular momentum is a conserved quantity.
III. ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN MATTER AS AN OPEN SYSTEM
We begin our discussion by considering the electromagnetic field in matter as an open system, in which only the electromagnetic field is assumed to have dynamics described by the macroscopic Maxwell equations. This is the case if the influence of the electromagnetic field on the medium is negligible or if an external agent keeps the medium in a predetermined state, independently of the values of the electromagnetic field. The validity of this approach is the same as the usual macroscopic electromagnetic theory [66, 73, 75] with the continuum hypothesis assumed; no atomic systems will be studied in this framework.
The continuous material medium is considered as a fixed "background", whose optical and electromagnetic properties are specified by non-dynamical constitutive relations. The latter are phenomenological equations that describe the macroscopic response of a material medium under the action of the electromagnetic field. Mathematically, they can be specified by relating the electric and magnetic excitations D and H to the electric and magnetic fields E and B:
These relations are determined by the electromagnetic properties of the medium. All the assumptions regarding the induced electric and magnetic dipole moments within the medium are already taken into account in the constitutive relations (3.1). After solving the problem, these quantities can be calculated from
where P is the polarization and M the magnetization of the medium, induced by the electromagnetic field.
A. Covariant constitutive relations for linear and non-dispersive media
For a linear and non-dispersive medium, the most general constitutive relations read
Here ε ab is the relative permittivity or dielectric 3-tensor of the medium, (µ −1 ) ab is the inverse relative permeability tensor and α a b , β a b are the linear magneto-electric coupling coefficients. The quantities ε ab and (µ −1 ) ab are dimensionless, whereas α a b and β a b have dimensions of ε 0 /µ 0 , where ε 0 and µ 0 are the permittivity and permeability of vacuum, respectively. Each of the four matrices have 9 components in general, so the most general linear and non-dispersive medium is characterized by 36 real functions. They describe magneto-electric effects [76] , anisotropy and birefringence effects [65, [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] , inhomogeneities, dissipation, and effects due the motion of the medium [4, 23, 66] .
The general constitutive relations (3.3)-(3.4) can be expressed in covariant form [54, 65] as
Here H ij is the electromagnetic excitation 4-tensor and F ij is the electromagnetic field strength, whose components are identified as in [54] by
The external field χ ijkl is the so-called constitutive tensor with 36 independent components which encode the real constitutive functions of the medium. Historically, this general constitutive relation was first formulated by Bateman [82] , Tamm [83] , and later in the modern notation by Post [77] . Since H ij and F ij in Eq. (3.5) are both antisymmetric, χ ijkl must be, by definition, also antisymmetric in the two first and the two last indices, i.e., 
In fact, there is a one-on-one correspondence between χ ijkl and ε ab , (µ −1 ) ab , α a b and β a b , since one can easily invert the relations (3.9)-(3.12).
In addition, when the medium is non-dissipative (lossless), the real constitutive tensor must satisfy an extra symmetry
which reduces the number of its independent components to 21. This additional condition (3.13) implies that ε ab and (µ −1 ) ab must be symmetric in a non-dissipative medium, whereas α a b must be the negative transpose of β a b , i.e. α a b = −β b a . Examples of constitutive tensors can be found in [4, 54] for an isotropic moving medium, also in [64] for a magneto-electric medium and recently in [65] for a liquid crystal as a specific uniaxial anisotropic dielectric and diamagnetic medium. Another simple, but physically important case is the constitutive tensor of the vacuum, which reads 14) where the inverse Minkowski spacetime metric is given by g ij = diag(1/c 2 , −1, −1, −1). Substituting Eq. (3.14) into Eq. (3.5), we obtain the well-known vacuum relations D = ε 0 E and H = B/µ 0 .
B. Lagrangian formalism for the electromagnetic field in a non-dynamical background medium
The Lagrangian density for the electromagnetic field in matter has the covariant form [54, 65] 
If one defines the electromagnetic 4-potential A i , such that 
It is important that only non-dissipative media can be analyzed with this Lagrangian formalism, due to the condition (3.13) fulfilled by the χ ijkl in Eq. (3.15). Using the general definition (2.1), we compute the canonical energy-momentum tensor of the electromagnetic field in matter from the Lagrangian (3.15), obtaining 17) where Θ i j is the well-known Minkowski energymomentum tensor, defined in any medium as
Notice that the electromagnetic canonical tensor e Σi j is gauge non-invariant due to the last term. 
Nevertheless, as we will show in the next section, even when J i = 0 all the gauge non-invariant terms go away in the electromagnetic energy-momentum balance equation.
IV. ELECTROMAGNETIC BALANCE EQUATIONS AND CONSERVED MINKOWSKI QUANTITIES
A. Energy and momentum of the electromagnetic field in a background medium
Given the explicit form of the BR tensors in Eqs. (3.19)-(3.20), we are now in a position to analyze the general BR balance equation (2.21) in the case of the electromagnetic field in background matter. After evaluating its right hand side, which depends on the external fields acting on the system, we obtain
and rearranging the terms, we find that all the gauge non-invariant terms are gone
Here,
is the usual Lorentz 4-force density, which describes, in a covariant way, the rate of energy and momentum transfer from the electromagnetic field to the external charges and currents inside an infinitesimal volume element. The components of F J i can be explicitly identified as
, where w J := j · E is the electromagnetic work on the external currents and f J := ρE +j ×B is the Lorentz force on external charges and currents. In accordance with Eq. (4.2), the conversion from electromagnetic into mechanical energy and momentum is balanced by a corresponding rate of decrease of energy and momentum of the electromagnetic field in matter, which is quantified by the 4-divergence of the Minkowski energy-momentum tensor Θ i j . The last term in Eq. (4.2) reads explicitly 4) which is quadratic in the electromagnetic field and linear in the derivatives of the constitutive material tensor χ ijkl (x, t). Suppose now that the medium is homogeneous in space (∂ a χ ijkl = 0) and time-independent (∂ t χ ijkl = 0), such that F m i vanishes. Then, if additionally the external charges and currents are absent, J i = 0, the Minkowski tensor Θ i j is conserved: its components satisfy continuity equations, ∂ j Θ i j = 0. In other words, for vanishing free charges and currents, the conditions for the conservation of the Minkowski tensor (3.18) of light in matter are directly determined by the space and time translational symmetry of the background material medium. The latter is not surprising since when J i = 0, the only remaining external field is χ ijkl , so its symmetries will determine the conserved quantities in this open system.
It is convenient to interpret the term F m i in the balance equation (4.2) also as a 4-force density,
, which describes the macroscopic transfer of energy and momentum from the electromagnetic field to the bound charges and currents of the background material medium. We may call F m i the effective material 4-force density, since the light propagating in an homogeneous region of the medium would not exert any macroscopic "effective" force on it. This is completely consistent with the very basic and well-known observation that in a linear, non-dissipative, non-dispersive, homogeneous and time-independent medium at rest, with no external charges and currents, a light pulse propagates with constant amplitude and velocity v = ck/n. Of course there are microscopic interactions between the electromagnetic field and the atoms/molecules of the medium, but macroscopically the light in this kind of medium moves as if there were no effective force. On the contrary, if light propagates on an inhomogeneous medium, for instance when light encounters an interface between two different homogeneous media, then the electromagnetic wave would exert an effective macroscopic force on the medium and therefore change its velocity of propagation (refraction and reflection at the boundary). As a result, the action of this effective force only at the boundary is consistent with the change of Minkowski momentum there and also with its conservation when there is no force in a locally homogeneous medium.
It is worthwhile to note that the energy-momentum balance equation (4.2) can also be derived without the Lagrangian formalism, if we just use the Maxwell equations in the definition of the Lorentz 4-force density (4.3) on the external charges and currents. In the trivial, but very important case when the medium is the vacuum (3.14), the energy-momentum balance equation (4.2) reduces to the standard one, ∂ j
being the well-known symmetric Minkowski tensor in vacuum. As a consequence, when J i = 0, the Minkowski tensor in vacuum will be always conserved.
Explicit Minkowski energy balance equation
Using the identifications of the components of a energy-momentum tensor (2.28), we can decompose Eq. (4.2) in space and time components and find separate balance equations for the electromagnetic energy and momentum. They are valid for any linear, non-dissipative and non-dispersive background medium (not necessarily static). Evaluating Eq. (4.2) for i = 0 and using the identifications (2.28), we obtain
Here the Minkowski energy density U M , the energy flux density S M , the power density transferred to the external currents w J and the material effective power density transferred to the bound charges and currents w m , are all explicitly given by
Consider now a spatial region V bounded by a closed surface ∂V within the medium with time-independent properties and free of external currents, j = 0. We then obtain an integral energy conservation equation
wheren is the unit vector field normal to the boundary ∂V . When the electromagnetic energy flux S M through the boundary of the volume V vanishes, the integrated Minkowski energy inside this region is a timeindependent quantity:
Explicit Minkowski momentum balance equation
On the other hand, evaluating Eq. (4.2) for the spatial components i = a, we get the momentum balance equation for the electromagnetic field:
Here π M is the Minkowski momentum density of the electromagnetic field, M p a b the Minkowski electromagnetic stress tensor, f J is the Lorentz force density exerted by the field on the external charges and currents and f m is the effective material force density exerted by the field on the bound charges and currents of the medium:
Specializing again to a spatial region V within an homogeneous medium without external charges and currents (ρ = 0, j = 0), with all the derivatives in Eq. (4.17) vanishing, we find an integral momentum conservation equation:
In the absence of electromagnetic momentum flux through the boundary ∂V , the integrated Minkowski momentum is a time-independent quantity:
The two constants of motion of this open system (under translational symmetry conditions of the medium in space and time) turn out to be the Minkowski energy 
To obtain the balance equation for m kl j , we can either evaluate Eq. T kl in terms of a general constitutive tensor: , this does not mean that in isotropic media light and matter do not microscopically interact, but they do it in such a way that there is no net macroscopic angular momentum transfer. As a consequence, the Minkowski angular momentum of light l M , related to m ab 0 by Eq. (4.21), is a conserved quantity, provided J i = 0. On the contrary, if the medium presents local anisotropies, there will be a net material macroscopic torque m T ab = 0 and the angular momentum of light will change, for example by modifying its polarization. Therefore, the conservation of the Minkowski angular momentum of light in matter is not violated by the lack of symmetry with respect to all components of the Minkowski 4-tensor (3.18). In fact, only the symmetry of the 3 × 3 block of spatial components Θ ab is important in Eq. (4.26) to make m T ab = 0. On the other hand, the vanishing of the time-space components of the material 4-torque m T 0a is independently determined by the invariance of χ ijkl under boosts. Nevertheless, as commented in Sec. II C 2, the latter condition is fulfilled only in the case that the medium is the vacuum, i.e. when χ ijkl is constructed in terms of the Minkowski metric as in Eq. (3.14), since in that case the electromagnetic field alone form a closed system. In order to illustrate this, let us consider the second most simple medium, i.e. linear, homogeneous and isotropic medium at rest. In this case the constitutive tensor reads Therefore, for any nontrivial medium, χ ijkl is not invariant under boosts and specifically under the action of the spin operator: 30) which implies that the Minkowski tensor is completely symmetric only in the trivial case of vacuum (4.5). From Eq. (4.30) and the general identifications (2.28), we conclude that π M = S M /c 2 , except for the case of the vacuum, where the system is actually a closed one. This is not surprising since the total BR tensor in a closed system is completely symmetric (2.25), however this is not necessarily the case for the total canonical one (2.27). 
Explicit Minkowski angular momentum balance equation
33)
For the special case of a spatial volume V without external charges and currents (hence τ J a = 0) and an isotropic medium (hence τ m a = 0), the integrated Minkowski angular momentum is a time independent quantity, provided the net angular momentum flux through the boundary ∂V vanishes:
C. Abraham tensor of light in matter
The general structure of the Abraham tensor of the electromagnetic field in matter Ω i j is given, by definition, as the "abrahamization" of the Minkowski tensor Θ i j as [54] 
Here u i := (γ, γv) is the 4-velocity field of the medium, with γ := 1 − v 2 /c 2 −1/2 the usual Lorentz factor and
the projector on the local rest frame of the medium. Inserting the general definition of the Minkowski tensor (3.18) into Eq. (4.37), we explicitly find
It is important to stress here that Eq. (4.39) is the definition of the Abraham tensor in any reference frame, for any medium with any constitutive relation (3.1), which can even be non-local, non-linear, and dissipative, in general. The explicit form of the excitation tensor H ij will differ for different media, but the structure (4.39) is maintained in the same way as the structure (3.18) . By construction, the Abraham tensor Ω i j is symmetric at the cost of having the field u i explicitly in its definition. In contrast, the Minkowski tensor (3.18) of a moving medium may depend on u i only implicitly through H ij and the constitutive relation (3.1). A second very important property of Ω i j is that for the special case of a medium at rest, i.e. when 
Ω0
a coincide with the corresponding Minkowski quantities in the same frame:
The latter property, together with the symmetry of Ω i 
For completeness, the remaining Abraham momentum
A word of caution is in order here. It is quite common to find in the literature the tacit treatment of Eq. (4.42) as a definition of the Abraham momentum, see for instance [3, 42, 43, 55, 56, 62] . In our opinion, this is an unfortunate practice. Unlike the Minkowski momentum density (4.14) which always has the same form π M = D × B for any medium in any reference frame, the Abraham momentum density has the form
in the rest frame of matter only. This may easily lead to incorrect results, because in the framework of Special Relativity the expression (4.42) is no longer valid when the medium is moving. For example, Eq. (25) of Ref. [4] shows the correct Abraham total momentum for a light pulse inside an homogeneous and isotropic medium, moving with constant velocity v. Of course, there are certain situations when the velocity of the medium is so small, that the actual Abraham momentum can be very well approximated by the rest frame expression (4.42). However, one has to be very careful in order to avoid inconsistencies.
By taking the 4-divergence in both sides of Eq. (4.37), we find a simple relation between the 4-divergences of the Minkowski and Abraham tensors:
where F A i is the so-called Abraham 4-force density, defined in general by the following total 4-derivative:
In the important case that the medium is at rest, the above expression reduces to
• f A is the famous Abraham force density in the rest frame: [54] . Thus, 47) which in principle can be interpreted as the Abraham energy-momentum balance equation for a non-dynamical background medium, but in fact it is the same Minkowski balance equation with a rearrangement of terms. Therefore, the predictions from both balance equations are physically equivalent, but the corresponding interpretations may differ. Due to the extra ad hoc Abraham 4-force F A i in the balance equation (4.47), the Abraham tensor Ω i j is not conserved when the background medium has symmetries such as spatial homogeneity, time-independency or spatial isotropy, in contrast to the Minkowski tensor (3.18). Even in the simplest nontrivial case of a light pulse propagating in an homogeneous, time-independent and isotropic medium at rest (4.29), the Abraham force density (4.46) is always nonzero, On the other hand, when assigning the Minkowski tensor (3.18) for light in background media, the corresponding identifications of forces (4.3) and (4.4) in the balance equation (4.2) turn out to be completely consistent with the basic observations of the macroscopic propagation of light in matter, as we demonstrated in the previous subsections. Up to relocalizations (2.10)-(2.11), the Minkowski tensor is the only one which is conserved under symmetry conditions of the medium and that is what makes it the most convenient choice for describing the energy-momentum content of light in matter as an open system. This is in agreement with the conclusions of Ref. [55] , however our result applies to the case of complex media and in contrast to [55] it does not fundamentally invalidate the use of the Abraham tensor in any case.
Some authors have proposed and/or reported the measurement of the Abraham force
A as it appears in Eqs. (4.47) and (4.48), using different setups [15, 17, 18, 46, 47, [50] [51] [52] . It is certainly correct to try to check the identical balance equations (3.18) or (4.47), implied by the macroscopic Maxwell equations. However, it is impossible to discriminate between the Abraham and Minkowski momentum as the "correct" one for light in matter, since by definition both satisfy the same balance equation just interpreted in different ways.
V. ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD AND DYNAMICAL MEDIUM AS A CLOSED SYSTEM A. Lagrangian model for a dynamical medium interacting with light
In the last two sections we considered the medium as a background on which the electromagnetic field propagates. Accordingly, the constitutive tensor χ ijkl was treated as an external non-dynamical field coupled to the electromagnetic field. Now we will consistently extend our theory to include the dynamics of the material medium. We assume no other interaction with external electric charges and currents (J i = 0), so that the system composed of the electromagnetic field and the dynamical medium is closed. We follow the original approach of Penfield and Haus [22, 23] , but in a more modern formulation as it is presented in [54, 65] .
Here we generalize previous dynamical models for complex media [25, 39, 64, 65] , and our resulting framework can be applied to any non-dissipative fluid medium with linear and non-dispersive optical properties. The central technical point is to express the constitutive tensor in terms of the dynamical matter fields,
Here u i is the 4-velocity field of the medium and ν its particle number density. The dynamical fields Ψ A (x, t) represent material variables (of any tensor rank) different from u i , ν that can be used to describe complex media with microstructure. An illustrative example of Ψ A is the 4-director field of a nematic liquid crystal as in Ref. [65] . We assume that χ ijkl does not depend on derivatives of the material variables, which only appear in the matter Lagrangian as shown below.
We model the material medium as a fluid governed by the equations of relativistic hydrodynamics [22, 54] . Therefore, the material variables that describe the translational dynamics of the medium should satisfy the following constraints:
Here s is the entropy density and X is the so-called identity (Lin) coordinate. The first Eq. (5.2) expresses the particle number conservation. The second Eq. (5.3) assumes entropy conservation along the streamlines of the fluid so that only reversible processes are allowed (adiabatic or isentropic fluid). The entropy along different streamlines does not have to be necessarily the same and thus one introduces the Lin coordinate X to identify the particles from different streamlines [22, 84] . The identity variable X has to be conserved on each streamline, hence Eq. (5.4) . The last Eq. (5.5) is the usual relativistic normalization of the 4-velocity field. The total Lagrangian of the coupled system of electromagnetic field and matter reads
where L e is the electromagnetic Lagrangian (3.15) for
Here ρ(ν, s) is the thermodynamic internal energy density of the fluid, Λ I , with I = 0, ..., 3 are Lagrange multipliers that we use to impose the constraints (5.2)-(5.5) and
is the material Lagrangian that includes kinetic and potential terms for the matter fields ν, u i , Ψ A and their derivatives. When L a = 0, the Lagrangian (5.7) describes a dynamical isotropic ideal fluid [54] , the elements of which do not have internal structure. Therefore, the anisotropic contribution L a in the fluid Lagrangian describes the possible complex nature of material elements of the medium. For instance, in Ref. [65] we use a particular choice of L a to describe the dynamics of a relativistic liquid crystal medium.
B. Equations of motion
Following the lines of Refs. [54, 65] , we now will derive the equations of motion (2.3) of the total Lagrangian (5.6) for the dynamical fields of the closed system. We will subsequently use them to obtain the explicit expression for the BR tensor of the matter subsystem in Sec. V C.
The Euler-Lagrange equations for the electromagnetic potential A i are the usual Maxwell equations (3.16) and the ones corresponding to the Lagrange multipliers Λ I give, by construction, the dynamical constraints (5.2)-(5.5). In addition, the variation of L with respect to the material variables Ψ A , ν and u i yields, respectively,
10)
Notice that Eq. (5.9) includes all the constraints and dynamical equations that the general material variables Ψ A must satisfy in the specific model for the medium.
We introduce the temperature T and the pressure p of the material medium via the Gibbs law of thermodynamics, which in this case can be written as [54, 65] 
From Eq. (5.12) it is straightforward to show that ν(∂ρ/∂ν) = ρ + p. Using the latter relation together with the equations of motion (5.2)-(5.5) and (5.10) in Eq. (5.7) , we see that L m can be written very simply as
where we defined the effective pressurep as
C. Canonical and Belinfante-Rosenfeld tensors for the matter subsystem
In Secs. III B-III C we already derived the canonical and BR tensors for the electromagnetic field subsystem. To derive now the canonical energy-momentum tensor for matter m Σi j , we insert the matter Lagrangian (5.7) into the general definition (2.1). Thereby, we obtain
where we also used Eqs. (5.10) and (5.14), and the anisotropic energy-momentum tensor a Σi j is defined as
(5.16) Contracting Eq. (5.11) with u i and then using the other equations of motion (5.3)-(5.5) and (5.10), one obtains
Inserting this into Eq. (5.15), we eliminate all the Lagrange multipliers and recast the matter canonical tensor into 17) where the projector P i j was defined in Eq. (4.38).
To construct the BR tensor for matter m σ i j , we need to know the corresponding spin density and its derivatives. Inserting Eq. (5.7) into Eq. (2.6), we see that the matter spin m Sij has only contributions from L a : 
The BR tensor for matter m σ i j depends not only on the material fields, but also on the electromagnetic field F ij via the term −u j P i k (∂L e /∂u k ) and implicitly via the effective pressure (5.14) due to the electro-and magnetostriction term ν(∂L e /∂ν).
D. Total Belinfante-Rosenfeld tensor of the closed system
We found in Sec. III C that the Minkowski tensor (3.18) is actually the BR tensor of the electromagnetic field subsystem The total BR tensor (5.21) is the physically relevant quantity to describe the energy, momentum and angular momentum content of the closed system, since it always satisfies a conservation equation, together with the associated angular momentum
In addition, the total BR tensor is, by construction, fully symmetric 
VI. GENERAL ABRAHAM DECOMPOSITION OF THE TOTAL BELINFANTE-ROSENFELD TENSOR
In this section we explicitly find a general decomposition of the total BR tensor t σ i j in terms of the Abraham tensor Ω i j , which explains why the latter turns out to be very convenient to describe the energy-momentum of light in dynamical matter. To construct the Abraham tensor Ω i j as the "abrahamization" (4.37) of the Minkowski tensor Θ i j , we first need to compute its antisymmetric part Θ [ij] . This can be obtained from the angular momentum identity (2.23) applied only to the electromagnetic Lagrangian (3.15) . Using also the equations of motion (5.9) and the Lorentz generator (s ij ) 
In particular, when all the matter fields Ψ A are scalars (u i is not included there), the last two terms in Eq. (6.2) vanish, and we recover the simple relation between Θ i j and Ω i j derived for simple isotropic media in [54] , cf.
Eq. (106).
If we now use Eq. (6.2) in Eq. (5.21), we can re-express the Minkowski tensor in terms of the Abraham tensor and discover a crucial result: Except for the effective pressure (5.14), all the terms of t σ i j depending explicitly on the electromagnetic field F ij are contained in the definition of Ω i j . Therefore, alternatively as in Eq. (5.21), the total BR tensor can be conveniently decomposed as:
where m κ i j := t σ i j − Ω i j depends only on matter fields (except byp) and it is explicitly given by
Generalizing [40, 55] , we call m κ i j the kinetic energymomentum tensor of matter in order to distinguish it from the "canonical" BR tensor m σ i j in Eq. (5.20) . In most practical cases, the magneto-and electrostriction effects can be neglected and thus the kinetic matter tensor m κ i j depends only on the material fields of the system. Equations (5.21) and (6.3) are of course physically equivalent, but the "Abraham decomposition" (6.3) has important interpretational advantages as compared to the "Minkowski decomposition" (5.21). First, in Eq. (6.3) both tensors are separately symmetric, whereas for the Minkowski decomposition this is only true for total sum t σ i j . Second and more importantly, if we use the Abraham tensor Ω i j to describe the energy-momentum content of light in dynamical matter, the conservation equation for the total system can be conveniently written as
Since m κ i j contains only matter quantities and Ω i j contains all the electromagnetic terms, the conservation equation (6.5) can be understood as energy and momentum transfers between two "almost decoupled" subsystems. The term ∂ j Ω i j describes the change of Abraham energy-momentum associated to the electromagnetic field, which is compensated by a the corresponding change of kinetic energy-momentum ∂ j The most simple example one could think of to verify the general decomposition (6.3) is an isotropic medium, where L a = 0. In that case, as shown explicitly in Eq. (95) of Ref. [54] , the kinetic tensor turns out to be the energy-momentum tensor of an ideal fluid with effective pressure:
A less trivial medium is a liquid crystal with anisotropic uniaxial electromagnetic properties, whose relativistic Lagrangian theory was developed in Ref. [65] . For this physically relevant case, we derived the corresponding total BR tensor and the Abraham tensor, which allowed us to explicitly verify the general Abraham decomposition (6.3). The explicit results are quite bulky and can be found in Appendix A.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Developing a Lagrangian formalism in the framework of the classical field theory, we have revisited the problem of the correct definition and interpretation of energymomentum tensors for the electromagnetic field in matter. Our results are very general in the sense that they apply to any linear, non-dispersive, non-dissipative and possibly moving media. We demonstrated that the general definition of Belinfante-Rosenfeld tensor provides a way to understand the meaning of previously considered energy-momentum tensors, among which the Minkowski and Abraham tensors are the most prominent ones. We have found that in order to avoid confusions in determining a consistent energy-momentum tensor for light in a medium, it is crucial to distinguish whether the system under consideration is open or closed. In each case we highlight the qualitatively different properties of the tensors describing the corresponding physical system.
When the material medium is assumed to be a nondynamical background for the propagation of light (as in the second example of Ref. [55] ), then the electromagnetic field should be treated as an open system. In this case, the Minkowski tensor is naturally interpreted as the energy-momentum tensor of light in matter, since its conservation is determined by the symmetries of the background medium, such as spatial homogeneity, time-independency or spatial isotropy. The macroscopic Maxwell equations imply balance equations for the Minkowski energy-momentum (4.2) and Minkowski angular momentum (4.23), where we identified a macroscopic material 4-force (4.4) and 4-torque (4.27) , that are consistent with basic observations of light propagation in media. We additionally demonstrated that the asymmetry of the Minkowski tensor is actually necessary for the consistent description of the interaction of light with a general linear medium. In particular, the Minkowski angular momentum is conserved in the case of isotropic media at rest, c.f. Eq. (4.36), even though the Minkowski tensor is not fully symmetric. In view of its close relation to the canonical energy-momentum tensor (3.17) , it is natural to interpret the Minkowski momentum as the "canonical" momentum of light, as it is also discussed in Refs. [54, 55] . On the other hand, we found that the Abraham tensor is not particularly useful for the case of a background medium. It satisfies the same balance equations (4.47), but in contrast to the Minkowski tensor, it is not conserved when the medium has symmetries. This is usually described by an ad hoc introduction of the macroscopic Abraham force, which has no observable consequence in the propagation of light in homogeneous media. As a matter of fact, the attempts to measure this Abraham force [15, 17, 18, 46, 47, [50] [51] [52] can only probe the validity of the balance equations (4.2), or equivalently (4.47), but it cannot discriminate between the Abraham and Minkowski tensors.
A qualitatively different situation arises when the medium can move due to its interaction with the electromagnetic field, since in that case light and material medium form a closed system. To describe the dynamics of the medium in the Lagrangian framework, we model the matter as a relativistic non-dissipative fluid with a linear non-dispersive constitutive law (5.1) that can depend on material fields Ψ A . By extending the original approach of Penfield and Haus [22, 23] we derived an explicit expression for the BR tensor of matter (5.20) which, when added to the Minkowski tensor, forms the conserved and symmetric total BR tensor of the closed system (5.21)-(5.22). The total canonical tensor is equally valid and conserved, but is not symmetric (2.27). Since the electromagnetic and material variables are coupled through the field equations (3.16) and (5.9), only the total energy-momentum tensors have clear physical meaning, a fact that has been pointed out by many researchers [12, 13, 22, 24, 25, 53, 57] . A decomposition of the total tensor into a light and matter parts is quite arbitrary since one cannot independently measure them in an experiment, however some specific decompositions can more convenient or useful than others [57] .
The total BR tensor t σ i j turns out to be particularly convenient in contrast to the total canonical one, since for general linear media it can be decomposed in two important ways. Namely, it can be represented: a) by definition, as the sum of the Minkowski tensor of light Θ i j and the "canonical" BR tensor of the medium is particularly convenient to describe light in dynamical media since in that case the kinetic tensor m κ i j assigned to matter contains only material dynamical fields and the Abraham tensor Ω i j assigned to light contains all the electromagnetic terms with F ij (except by the usually negligible electro-and magnetostriction effects). This seems to be a non-trivial result, since there is no a priori reason to expect that the part of the total BR tensor that contains the electromagnetic field would exactly reproduce the structure derived from the general algebraic definition (4.37) of the Abraham tensor for all types of non-dispersive and non-dissipative linear media. In addition, m κ i j and Ω i j are both separately symmetric, whereas for the Minkowski decomposition that is only true for the total sum
With all these nice properties of the Abraham decomposition, the interaction between the electromagnetic field and dynamical material medium can be described in a very simple way as energy and momentum transfers between two "almost decoupled" subsystems (6.5). As a result, the change of the Abraham energy, momentum, and angular momentum assigned to the field is exactly compensated by a change of the energy, momentum, and angular momentum of the medium, which has the same form as if the electromagnetic field was not present. In this sense, the Abraham momentum can be indeed considered as the "kinetic" momentum of the field in analogy to Refs. [40, 55] .
In Refs. [55, 56] Barnett and Loudon obtain an equation similar to Eqs. (5.21) and (6.3), but for the special case of light propagating inside an homogeneous and isotropic medium at rest. By considering some very illustrative examples, they correctly identify the Abraham momentum as the kinetic momentum of light and the Minkowski momentum as the canonical momentum in isotropic simple media. Based on classical field theory, here we extended their analysis to the case of complex anisotropic linear media in motion and we provide a better theoretical basis to understand their resolution [55, 56] . On the other hand, Barnett and Loudon did not consider the key point of clearly distinguishing the cases when the medium is assumed to be fixed or dynamical (i.e., when the system is open or closed) and therefore they incorrectly concluded that the Abraham and Minkowski momenta are two mutually exclusive alternatives for the description of light in media. An explicit computation and discussion related to this point can be found in [4] .
Within the Lagrangian framework developed in this work, we give the first principles arguments to understand the long-standing Abraham-Minkowski contro-versy for light in material media. The classical theory of electrodynamics in macroscopic media [72, 73, 75] is (and has always been) perfectly consistent, although there are certain subtleties in the interpretations that one has to consider in order to avoid confusions. A next challenge would be to test explicitly this general framework in more specific and new situations, both theoretically and experimentally. An interesting question is whether it is possible to generalize our results to even more complex media (for instance, dissipative [85, 86] , dispersive [87, 88] , nonlocal [89, 90] or non-linear media [91, 92] ) in order to find consistent energy-momentum tensors for each case.
where ∆ε := ε || − ε and ∆µ −1 := µ −1
Applying the general procedure described in Sec. V to the Lagrangian of the total closed system with the anisotropic part (A1) and constitutive tensor (A2), after a rather long but straightforward calculation [65] , we obtain the following expression for the total BR tensor of the closed system:
Here we introduced the following quantities:
Notice that the abbreviation (F kl N l ) 2 = F kl N l F kn N n was used and that the total BR tensor (A3) is explicitly gauge invariant and symmetric. By inserting Eq. (A2) in Eq. (3.5), one can check that the electromagnetic excitation H ij reads [65] explicitly
Then, substituting the expression above into the definition of the Abraham tensor (4.39), we find explicitly
Finally, we calculate the kinetic energy-momentum tensor 
Since Eq. (A10) depends only on the material dynamical fields of the system, we verify that the general relation (6.3) is indeed satisfied in this nontrivial case of a liquid crystal medium. By comparing Eq. (A9) with the total BR tensor (A3), we see the nice result that all terms depending explicitly on the field strength are exactly those contained in the general algebraic definition (4.37) of the Abraham tensor, in the same way as it was shown to happen for the isotropic case [54] . By introducing the total BR tensor and using its relation (6.3) to the Abraham tensor, we thus extend the previous result to the general linear media.
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